
We respectfully acknowledge that the services we provide are on the traditional and unceded
homelands of the Coast Salish peoples, including the xʷməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh 
(Squamish) and səlilwətaɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations.



Connecting Seniors: 

Understanding and helping others transition 

through life’s losses



GoToWebinar participant control panel



• Identify the central needs of those who are mourning.

• Appreciate different grieving styles and losses.

• Learn about the emotional reactions of grief.

• Explore helpful ways to support a senior who is grieving.

Objectives of today’s presentation 



What is grief?
Grief is the normal, appropriate response to loss. 



• Grief is not experienced in stages.

• Grief is not a clinical problem to be solved or managed.

• Loss creates changes. It challenges us to relearn and 

recreate.

• Grief requires us to relearn how to be and act in the world.

Grief and loss



The loss of…

What do we 

grieve?

any person, place, thing

state of being, need,

strategy, idea, dream…

that matters to the GRIEVER.



Primary 
loss of 

_______

Loss of 
income

Loss of 
identity

Loss of 
dreams for 
the future

Loss of 
place/

location

Loss of 

faith

Loss of 
support 
system

Loss 
of

confidence

Loss of 
financial 
security

Primary and accompanying losses

What are the losses?



• Emotional

• Mental

• Social

• Physical

• Spiritual

Five major ways we experience grief



• Emotional/psychological

• Mental

• Social

• Physical

• Spiritual

Reactions 

related to loss



 Fear

 Guilt

 Anger

 Emptiness

Feelings associated with loss



 Facing the pain

 Getting close to others

 Future

 New and unfamiliar responsibilities

Fear



 Not having done enough

 Unresolved conflict

 Not able to apologize

 Not saying goodbye or 

‘I love you’

 Not having shown enough love

 Not having closure

Guilt



 Loss of hopes and dreams

 Hidden or obvious

 Directed at medical profession or person

 Masking sadness

 Creating distance

Anger



 Daily routine without loved one

 Missing loved one’s voice

 Sleeping alone

 Unable to share with loved one

 Missing comfort from loved one

Emptiness



Loneliness
For older people, loneliness can seem especially difficult.

This is in part because of the multitude of losses they 

have experienced.

Many older people lose their spouse, friends, job, home, 

pets, health and mobility.

These losses only heighten the sense of helplessness 

and isolation.



Dr. Alan D. Wolfelt has identified six central needs of mourning:

1. Acknowledge the reality of the death

2. Embrace the pain of the loss

3. Remember the person who died

4. Develop a new self-identity

5. Search for meaning

6. Receive ongoing support from others

Needs of mourning



How to ease grief

 Allow the person to mourn

 Support developing a resource system

 Realize the person’s grief is unique

 Make use of ritual

 Talk to them about their grief

 Embrace their spirituality

 Expect to feel a multitude of emotions

 Allow time to search for meaning

 Allow for numbness

 Treasure their memories

 Be tolerant of their physical and emotional limitations

 Acknowledge the changes taking place for the senior



• Talk about the person who died.

• Ask how the person feels.

• Acknowledge that it’s a difficult time.

• Avoid clichés.

• Reach out.

The skills needed to support a grieving senior



• Ask before touching them.

• Allow their tears.

• Ask about about their culture/traditions.

• Understand that their grief is unique.

• Offer practical help.

• Be aware of holidays and anniversaries.

The skills needed to support a grieving senior



Silence is golden.

Grief and losses are 

cumulative. 

There is no set 

time for grieving.

+
+



• Reminder to look after 

ourselves when helping 

someone.

• Self-care can be 

physical or emotional.

Self-care



Grief 
is a walk alone.



Thank you For more information:

www.alliesinaging.ca


